
Game
You insert three tokens, hit the spin knob, and push the reel stop buttons. This sequence is called a "Game." Let's say, "You may 
need 20 games to get a Big Bonus" -- This means you need to repeat this sequence 20 times until you win a Big Bonus
3 Bet and 5 Wining Lines 
You must put in three tokens or credits (Max Bet) to spin the reels. A max bet gives you five lines to get a winning combination. 
Five winning lines are:

Winning Combinations and Prizes
Sindbad Adventure offers two principal prizes -- a bonus round and small prizes. A bonus round divides into a Big Bonus and a 
Regular Bonus, and small prizes consists of the Cup, the Ring, the Cherry and a Replay. 

15 + Big Bonus 

15 + Regular Bonus 

10 (Cup) 

6 (Ring) 

1 (Cherry) 

Replay

During a bonus round 

15 + Jac-in 

15

During Jac Games 

15

Let's say, you've got on one of five lines. At this point you win 15 credits and enter a Big Bonus. 

Likewise, when you have , you get 15 credits and enter a Regular Bonus. 

is the Cup, paying out 10 credits. is called "Cherry" -- when you have a cherry on the left reel, you win two 

credits no matter what symbols you have on the right and middle reels. is a symbol "Jac." is a prize 
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"Replay" in normal game mode and a "Jac-in" during a bonus round. 
How to Win? 
Understand you never win a Regular or a Big Bonus out of blue -- you must go through a winning process. That is, you play 
"Normal Games" first, get a "Winning Sign ," and move on to "Stand-by Games" that offer you chances to win a Regular or a Big 
Bonus. 
Sindbad Zone and Game Flow 
Sindbad Adventure has a unique game mode, called "Sindbad Zone." 

Winning Signs 
To win prizes, you need to know a variety of machine actions that show winning signs for oncoming prizes. Here are examples.
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To play the Big Bonus...
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